Do not cut! Valid only as DIN A4 - Ticket.
Purchased by
Bennárik Tibor József
,

Payment details
Credit card payment

PRINT@HOME code

OrderGroupID: 74089889

H94CZN1

Ticket generated:
06.10.2017 11:39
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Your Ticket. Please show on Entrance

Ticket 1 / 1

Organizator zadržava pravo izmene mesta i vremena održavanja programa

RSD
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folding mark 2

3990,00

Cena
PDV 10% uračunat u cenu ulaznice

subota
24.feb.18
20:00 h

Sektor 101 levo
Ulaz: Sever
Nivo 100

Red Sedište

A

6
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Arena Beograd
Bulevar Arsenija Carnojevica 58
11070 Beograd
PIB104508070

061017 1135
40230

000219083200100034023000

folding mark 1

Event information
Kraftwerk
Beograd
KOMBANK Arena
Serbia
24.02.2018 20:00

Terms of use
Through the purchase of this ticket, the visitor accepts the house rules of the event
location as well as the Terms of Agreement of
CS Eventim and the event organiser. Upon leaving the event location, the ticket
looses its validity. Disregard of house rules and misuse of the ticket will be punished
and the person will be rebuked from the premise. In such cases the ticket can not be
given back. In circumstance of total or partial cancellation or postponement of an
event, the terms and conditions of the respective organiser apply. Information thereof
can be obtained either at the organiser, at every ticketing office where the ticket is
purchased or at the toll call center 0900 11 00 11 (Price of calls from fixed and
mobile network MTS is 48,00 din / min. Tax is included in the price of the call). CS
Eventim is only an agent for entry tickets and is not liable for the refund of entry
costs! Minor or objectively justified casting or programme changes are reserved. In
case of cancellation, postponement, programme or casting changes, no expenses
will be replaced (e.g., arrival, hotel). With TV transmissions, the visitor grants
consent of unlimited time without compensation to the transmitting TV organisation
of produced filming of the person during or in context with the event, and further
means of every technical process is allowed to be utilised.

Attention!
- Keep your ticket as though it were cash!
- The barcode is unique and only valid for the first scanning, each
further copy, each further passing on therefore prevents entry.
- If lost there exists no claim for replacement.
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Sector
Sektor 101 levo
Row
A

Seat
6

Secure your ticket from every unauthorised access.CS Eventim assumes no
responsibility for difficulties, which through passing on, information passing, copying
or as such can occur. The event organiser reserves the right in circumstance of
misuse, to refuse entry to the holders of tickets with identical barcodes.

Origami
For electronic entry systems, please fold the ticket as given.

The taking of audio and picture recording devices, bottles, glasses, cans, sticks,
weapons, fireworks articles and other objects cited in the house rules of the event
location are forbidden. With concerts, due to the loudness, there exists a danger of
harm to hearing and health.
THE ENTRY TICKETS ARE NOT TO BE RESOLD!
CS Eventim ticket orders:
Fax +381 11 312 27 05
Info: office@eventim.rs
www.eventim.rs - The online ticket service.
CS Eventim wishes you good entertainment.
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Ticket receipt

Thank you for your purchase.
Date of purchase:06.10.2017 11:39
User
Bennárik Tibor József

Purchase details
1
Ticket(s) for Kraftwerk (24.02.2018 20:00)
1

Total

This is a delivery receipt only, for further details on your order please refer to the purchase
confirmation sent to you by email. Thank you for your Print@Home order with CS Eventim - We wish
you good entertainment!
CS Eventim doo
Bulevar Arsenija ÄŚarnojeviÄ‡a 58
11000 Beograd
Serbia
Telefon: 0900 11 00 11. Price of calls from fixed
and mobile network MTS is 48,00 din / min. Tax is
included in the price of the call.
Fax: +381 11 312 27 05
office@eventim.rs
http://www.eventim.r

OrderGroupID:
74089889
Payment details
Credit card payment

3990.00 RSD
3990.00 RSD

